
Friends of Richard Chappell Dance Information Pack  

Richard Chappell Dance (RCD) is an internationally renowned ensemble, which creates 
memorable and moving dance at the forefront of theatre, community engagement, artist 
support and site responsive performance. Small organisations like RCD thrive through 
support from individuals and, as we look to our momentous 10 year anniversary 
celebrations next year, we are inviting you to be a part of our story and growth by 
becoming a Friend of RCD.


By becoming a Friend of RCD you will be directly supporting our performances, 
community engagement and support for artists across the UK. We hope this pack 
shows how valuable your support could be to our work.  

Click here to watch a short video about our Friends of RCD scheme.  

www.richardchappelldance.co.uk 

Since the company’s formation in 2013, Richard Chappell Dance has propelled to a high 
profile within the UK, representing one of the core companies operating out of the South 
West of England and South Wales. As a Community Interest Company, Richard Chappell

Dance operates with three artistic goals through a dynamic artist lead programme: 


CREATE: Creating exceptional dance performances across a broad range of theatres, 
galleries, warehouses, heritage sites and outdoor spaces in the UK and internationally


CONNECT:  Making meaningful community programmes that are often intergenerational 
in nature, which highlight the transformative power of dance on people's wellbeing


AMPLIFY: Championing new and innovative ways for a choreographer lead ensemble to 
support dance artists' career development and wellbeing through research, mentoring, 
commissioning and training


https://youtu.be/QrC9GgJO-xE
http://www.richardchappelldance.co.uk


CREATE 
Exceptional Dance Performance  

As a critically acclaimed performance ensemble, Richard Chappell Dance has produced 
electric and mesmerising productions for stage, unique outdoor sites and heritage 
buildings and for film. Since 2013, the company has produced four productions for 
touring in theatres, one production for museums and one production for outdoor spaces, 
alongside seven short dance films. The company brings emotionally fuelled and 
electrifying performances to a diverse range of audiences across the UK, transporting 
people to another world through movement. 


RCD has created work in partnership with with prestigious organisations, including the 
Royal Opera House, BBC Arts, The Linbury Trust, Studio Wayne McGregor, Dancin’ 
Oxford, National Dance Company Wales, National Arts Council Singapore, Dance in 
Devon, Pavilion Dance South West and DanceEast, amongst others. RCD is an Associate 
Company at Exeter Northcott and a resident company at Exeter Phoenix. 


As a guest choreographer, Richard Chappell has worked with renowned dance 
companies and theatres, including Stuttgart Ballet, National Dance Company Wales, 
Rambert School, BalletWorks, English National Ballet, Belfast Ensemble, Transitions 
Dance Company and Frontier Danceland (Singapore).


“The performance was incredibly. I’ve never felt so moved by dance in my life.”  
- 2021 Audience Member  

See company highlights here:  
Infinite Ways Home

Still Touch 

Silence Between Waves 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yXgREjbQ-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=usLXp5kOpN4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8foidwF77KY&t


CONNECT 
Bringing Communities Together  

Since 2013, RCD has shared a passion for moving with a rich range of local communities 
throughout the UK and abroad through independent workshops, residencies and 
community participatory programmes. These experiences are always free for participants, 
highlighting the importance of inclusion in supporting people to experience the 
transformative potential of dance for their wellbeing. Support from our Friends of RCD 
scheme allows us to continue offering these workshops for free, creating a space where 
people’s experiences are always placed first. 


The ensemble leads large and ambitious community experiences in the South West of 
England and in Wales. These programmes involve extensive performing of 
intergenerational and integrated casts, such as Silence Between Waves (2019), which 
featured 55 dancers aged 12-95 in Torbay, Present With Me (2020), which included 
visiting people in their gardens to create a dance film and Heart Land (2021), which 
featured RCD dancers performing alongside an over 60s dance company in Bath. 


Examples of our Engagement Work for film can be found here:  
Our Roads Home 

Present With Me 


“As an almost 91year old member of “Step-in-Time” a local group designed to keep 
“oldies” active and involved, I have to bring to notice the enormous effect “Silence 
Between Waves” had on so many people of varied ability in this area. 

I feel enormously privileged to have been invited to take part in an event so incredibly 
promoted and choreographed. The whole event had both audience and performers 
exhilarating in the feeling of togetherness and yes - I can presume to say it - healing and 
supreme gratitude for what we have, here and now. Unforgettable.”  
- Elizabeth Janis, 2019-20 Community Cast Member  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-hHh65EmDg&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CL4wleO-vqU


AMPLIFY   
Championing and Uplifting Artists  

Since 2018, Richard Chappell Dance has supported early career choreographers to 
receive crucial funding from Arts Council England and some of the UK’s leading theatres. 
The company champions the creative vision of these artists, uplifting them through 
tailored mentoring and advocacy to shape more sustainable and vibrant careers. 


In 2021, the company launched its inaugural Supporting Acts Programme, which includes 
four commissions for early career choreographers to create new work which is 
programmed alongside Richard Chappell Dance repertoire. Drawing inspiration from the 
music industries support acts system, the programme offers a commission fee, arts 
residency support, funding for collaborators, mentoring and performance opportunities. 


To support access to high quality training for freelance dancers, RCD offers continuous 
free company class during rehearsal periods and free full workshop days for professional 
dancers each season. These workshops allow dancers to continue training without 
financial strain, through RCD’s playful and challenging approach to contemporary dance.


Through these actions, RCD frame’s new ways for established choreographers who helm 
organisations to share their resources, creating consistent, thorough and long lasting 
impacts on artists’ careers and wellbeing.


See an example of a professional workshop here 

“Richard's mentoring has allowed my voice as an independent choreographer to flourish 
while I transition from working predominantly as a dancer for other choreographers. 
Richard's paved the way for me to establish new partnerships with venues which has 
been crucial to my development as a new choreographer.” - Jasmine Chiu, 2020-21 
Supported Choreographer




https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tij2qjMuqv8&t


Friend of RCD Scheme  
How To Become a Friend of RCD  

Donations to Richard Chappell Dance CIC can make incredible things happen, 
highlighting the transformative power of dance on stage and within communities. We 
have a tiered system for donations, with unique personalised rewards: 


£25  
- A public mention on our website as a supporter of the company


£50  
-A public mention on our website as a supporter of the company 

-A signed tour poster and message of thanks by core RCD Creatives 


£100  
-An invitation to an open rehearsal either live or online 

-A signed tour poster and message of thanks by core RCD Creatives

-An invitation to a Q and A with company artists

-A public mention on our website as a supporter of the company 


£150  
-Two complimentary tickets to a performance of your choice

-A signed tour poster and message of thanks by core RCD Creatives

-An invitation to an open rehearsal either live or online

-An invitation to a Q and A with company artists

-A public mention on our website as a supporter of the company 

-A public thank you on our social media


How to Donate:  

CLICK HERE to donate via PayPal. 

Alternatively, should you wish to post a cheque, please email: 
richard@richardchappelldance.co.uk. 


https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=THSHSBRSCY3S6
mailto:richard@richardchappelldance.co.uk



